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Abstract 
Rapid development in the field of computer graphics over the last 40 years has brought 
forth different techniques to render scenes. Rasterization is today’s most widely used technique, 
which in its most basic form sequentially draws thousands of polygons and applies texture on 
them. Ray tracing is an alternative method that mimics light transport by using rays to sample a 
scene in memory and render the color found at each ray’s scene intersection point. Although 
mainstream hardware directly supports rasterization, ray tracing would be the preferred 
technique due to its ability to produce highly crisp and realistic graphics, if hardware were not a 
limitation. Making an immediate hardware transition from rasterization to ray tracing would 
have a severe impact on the computer graphics industry since it would require redevelopment 
of existing 3D graphics-employing software, so any transition to ray tracing would be gradual.  
Previous efforts to perform ray tracing on mainstream rasterizing hardware platforms with a 
single processor have performed poorly.  
This thesis explores how a multiple GPGPU system can be used to render scenes via ray 
tracing. A ray tracing engine and API groundwork was developed using NVIDIA’s CUDA (Compute 
Unified Device Architecture) GPGPU programming environment and was used to evaluate 
performance scalability across a multi-GPGPU system. This engine supports triangle, sphere, 
disc, rectangle, and torus rendering. It also allows independent activation of graphics features 
including procedural texturing, Phong illumination, reflections, translucency, and shadows. 
Correctness of rendered images validates the ray traced results, and timing of rendered scenes 
benchmarks performance. The main test scene contains all object types, has a total of 32 
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objects, and applies all graphics features. Ray tracing this scene using two GPGPUs 
outperformed the single-GPGPU and single-CPU systems, yielding respective speedups of up to 
1.8 and 31.25. The results demonstrate how much potential exists in treating a modern dual-
GPU architecture as a dual-GPGPU system in order to facilitate a transition from rasterization to 
ray tracing. 
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Chapter 1 – Introduction 
Computer graphics is a field of research that has been evolving since the 1960s. It was 
not until the 1990s that special attention was paid to how to reduce a CPU’s graphical 
computation load. This led to the development of specialized processors, graphics processing 
units (GPUs), whose main duty is to save CPU clock cycles by taking care of rendering 3D scenes. 
To date, NVIDIA and AMD have been the two most prevalent pioneers of such mainstream 
graphics hardware.  
Over the past decade, mainstream graphics hardware designers have opted to 
implement rasterization to render scenes on the screen, leaving ray tracing in the background. 
Even the most current and advanced mainstream GPUs do not have native ray tracing support. 
Rasterization can be defined as a sequential process of rendering a 3D scene populated with 
polygons by converting it into a 2D collection of pixels to render on a screen. Ray tracing on the 
other hand, is a process of scene reconstruction through sampling [1]. It treats the screen as a 
grid, and spawns rays from each of its 2D coordinates into a pre-defined 3D scene that is 
resident in memory. Each ray’s intersection information is then used to determine what to 
render on the screen.  
If hardware were not a limitation, rendering a scene in real time via ray tracing can be 
considered ideal [2], since its simulation of natural light results in highly crisp and realistic 
images. Further arguments as to why one would choose ray tracing over rasterization are 
discussed in the background section of this thesis. However, making an immediate transition 
from rasterization to ray tracing cannot be done because current 3D graphics software would 
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not execute on dedicated mainstream ray-tracing hardware architecture. Therefore, a transition 
would be gradual, and take research and time [2]. 
Controlling the strictly rasterizing pipelines found in modern GPUs is done via graphics 
APIs (OpenGL and DirectX), and vertex/fragment shading languages (GLSL, Cg, HLSL). 
Fortunately, recent emergence of GPGPU programming environments, such as NVIDIA’s CUDA 
(Compute Unified Device Architecture), allows programmers to perform general purpose 
computations on modern GPUs [3]. Although CUDA’s extension of the C programming language 
is convenient, CUDA does require an understanding of how it interfaces with graphics 
architecture.  
One of ray tracing’s most significant advantages is its great potential to be executed in 
parallel. This begs the question: how it will perform given today’s advances in parallel graphics 
architectures? To answer this, this thesis takes scalable dual-GPGPU graphics hardware, and 
uses it to execute the ray tracing algorithm. The particular piece of hardware used as the GPGPU 
platform is an NVIDIA 9800 GX2 graphics card, which houses two modern GPUs and supports 
CUDA [4]. Whereas there have been previous efforts to drive a ray tracing algorithm on a 
hardware platform, they have suffered from unsatisfactory performance for several reasons, 
including: using older hardware, applying problematic ray tracing algorithms, encountering 
bandwidth bottlenecks, only considering single-processor systems, and using low-frequency 
FPGAs. 
This work’s main contribution to the field consists of the research and exploration of 
how ray tracing performance can be scaled by parallelizing its execution across a modern 
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system. The final results demonstrate how much potential exists by treating a state-of-the-art 
dual-GPU design as a dual-GPGPU system, in order to facilitate transition from rasterization to 
ray tracing [5]. A simple ray tracing and CUDA-specific graphics API is also presented. 
Additionally, research is done to identify exactly where previous efforts have fallen short, and to 
attempt to address them. Lastly, system overclocking is explored in an effort to measure how 
rising clock frequencies contribute to speedup. 
The next chapters of this document are organized in the following manner. Chapter 2 
provides the reader with a basic understanding of the ray tracing algorithm and how it compares 
to rasterization. The reader is also introduced to the basics of modern graphics hardware, and 
how one can execute general purpose code on such architecture. Chapter 3 begins by describing 
different variations of the ray casting algorithm. This is followed by an in-depth discussion of the 
graphics components that work together to yield a fully functional ray tracer. Chapter 4 begins 
by explaining to the reader how CUDA works, and how it was used to implement this work’s ray 
tracer. This chapter also discusses multi-threaded and multi-GPU load balancing. The reader is 
then exposed to the ray tracer’s interactivity and the foundations of a CUDA ray tracing API. 
Chapter 5 is devoted to benchmarking ray tracing performance by subjecting the engine to 
several system and parameter configurations. This is accompanied by a discussion identifying 
environment and performance bottlenecks. Chapter 6 provides suggestions for future work, 
including optimization, additional features, and further development. Lastly, Chapter 7 provides 
closure to this thesis by discussing its contributions to the field.   
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Chapter 2  – Background Information 
This chapter provides background information on the main components that are used in 
this work. This includes an overview of basic ray tracing, general information on graphics 
hardware, rendering techniques, and an introduction to general purpose programming on 
modern GPUs.  
2.1 – Ray Tracing Fundamentals 
Ray tracing simulates the behavior of light rays originating from the viewer’s eye [1]. It is 
essentially a process of scene reconstruction through sampling. It naturally computes many 
global effects, and is a clean and straight-forward procedure. Special effects such as shadows, 
reflections, and refraction are all a natural result of the algorithm, shown on the following 
image, which obtained from the Wikipedia Commons [6]. 
 
Figure 2.1 – Ray tracing illustration 
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The algorithm begins by spawning a primary ray per pixel on the screen, which may 
intersect an object within the scene. Primary rays are defined as those that are spawned from 
the viewpoint. If there is no intersection, a background color is rendered at the ray’s origin pixel. 
If there is an intersection, the color of the intersected surface is rendered at the ray’s origin 
pixel. Mathematical definitions of objects within a scene allow determination of ray-object 
intersections. The presence of shadows is determined by checking if there is an object between 
an intersection point and the light source. If an object has reflective or transparent properties, 
secondary rays are spawned recursively from its intersection point towards other points in the 
scene. Secondary rays are those spawned from an intersection point. Secondary rays continue 
to spawn until no more intersections are found, or recursion depth is reached. 
Color spawnRay(ray, depth) { 
        
       // Code to determine if ray hit an object 
       // If ray didn't intersect anything, just return background color        
       if (!intersection) { 
           return background_color; 
    
       // There has been an intersection       
       } else { 
 
           // Spawn a shadow ray to check for shadow 
           retColor = local_illumination;             
            
           // MAX_DEPTH sets a limit to the recursion depth 
           if (depth < MAX_DEPTH) { 
                
               //Spawn reflection ray if intersected object is reflective 
               if (kr > 0) { 
                   retcolor += spawnRay(reflect_ray, depth+1); 
               }                
               //Spawn transmission ray if intersected object is transparent 
               if (kt > 0) { 
                   retcolor += spawnRay(trans_ray, depth+1); 
               } 
           } 
       } 
       return retcolor; 
   } 
Figure 2.2 – Whitted ray tracing algorithm 
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It should be noted that this is not the only approach to ray tracing. While this may 
provide a solid baseline, there are alternative ways of implementing it. This includes both 
procedural and object-oriented approaches. There are also methods of avoiding recursion to 
make it an iterative process by iterating through a KD-tree traversal [5]. Other similar ray tracing 
techniques include packet tracing, path tracing, beam tracing, and cone tracing. Packet tracing 
renders a scene by spawning bundles of rays rather than just one. Path tracing is a visually 
improved but computationally expensive ray tracing technique that generates many different 
paths per pixel. Cone tracing projects cones from the camera through each pixel, and their 
intersection information is used to determine pixel color. A more in-depth study of such 
approaches is found in Chapter 3. 
2.2 – Graphics Hardware Fundamentals 
The graphics processing power of modern GPUs is achieved via stream processing. This 
provides the ability to process a great “flow” of data, yielding very high throughput. A stream 
can be defined as a long set of sequential data elements that need a related computation 
applied to them. These computations, which include matrix arithmetic, stream appending, 
stream creation, and vector arithmetic among others, are performed by small programs known 
as kernels. Streams are created by appending elements to the tail, and removing them from the 
head, following a dynamic consumer/producer model. 
Stream processing is an alternate to regular Von Neumann computing, which suffers 
from an inherent CPU-memory bottleneck. This bottleneck yields a great delay when a CPU 
wants to perform r/w operations from/to main memory. Regular CPUs make use of very large 
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amounts of high speed cache, within the actual die, to help remedy this problem. Caching allows 
CPUs to fetch data which is likely to be re-used, so that future accesses to that data are from 
faster cache memory. GPUs however, do not employ significant caching mechanisms because 
once something is rendered, it is usually discarded. As an unfortunate side effect, GPUs do not 
employ thorough branch prediction techniques due to their streaming nature. 
 
Figure 2.3 – CPU vs. GPU component layout 
Current GPUs can contain over 128 stream processors, implying massive parallelism [4]. 
This means that at any given time there could be hundreds of data streams flowing through a 
GPU’s circuitry. Kernels are able to perform the same operation on multiple streams in a 
pipelined fashion, which can be helpful for applications that require processing of very large 
amounts of data. However, this comes at the expense of very high power consumption since 
most dies on a graphics card are running constantly during real-time rendering. This can lead to 
excessive heat generation, as some modern cards can exceed temperatures of 80 degrees 
Celsius. 
Current GPUs specialize in rasterization to render 3D scenes a very procedural rendering 
process. It begins by receiving scene data from the host CPU. A custom vertex shader program is 
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executed in a vertex processor unit to perform vertex transformation operations on scene 
vertices. These transformed vertices are then processed by a rasterizer and passed into a 
fragment processor unit, which executes custom fragment shader programs [7]. Fragment 
shaders apply texture on previously generated triangles, and push the scene down the pipeline 
into a memory buffer before it is displayed. This entire process has been extensively refined by 
graphics hardware manufacturers since its inception.  
 
Figure 2.4 – The graphics pipeline using rasterization 
 
However, this rasterization process is not ideal. Scenes are not fully rendered in real 
time, but rather one part at a time. Figure 2.4 shows how data are passed along the pipeline, 
step by step. Rasterization does not allow for direct computation of effects such as shadows, 
reflections, transparency, and so forth. These effects are implemented manually in the vertex 
and fragment shader programs described previously. While it may be true that rasterization 
produces satisfactory visuals, its effects are merely the result of preprocesses and 
postprocesses. 
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2.3 – Rasterization vs. Ray Tracing 
The largest advantage behind rasterization is that optimizations to its rendering pipeline 
have come a very long way since its first implementation on the GeForce 1 GPU of 1999. It also 
has great ability to splice together different algorithms [2]. This means that it is possible to 
create environments that do not need to model an exact physical environment. The graphics 
industry has become acquainted with rasterization, and therefore the majority of 3D graphics 
software is specifically written to run on rasterizing hardware. 
Ray tracing is not a new field of research, as it has been very active since Turner 
Whitted’s contributions in 1979 [8]. However, old hardware implementations have not been 
very successful due to the algorithm’s high floating point overhead and recursive/conditional 
nature. These factors can be heavily taxing on hardware, and therefore older platforms have not 
achieved satisfactory performance. However, recent advances in hardware parallelism are 
making ray tracing much more attractive. Inspection of Figure 2.1 quickly reveals the algorithm’s 
remarkable potential for very high parallelism. Since rays are independent of each other, 
different processors can be assigned to handle different sets of rays. Another advantage of ray 
tracing is its ability to create very high quality renders due to its physically-based scene 
reconstruction. This allows graphics programmers and artists to be less engaged in creation of 
special effects, because can be are naturally produced by a ray tracer.  
2.4 – GPGPU Programming Environments 
 There are some available programming environments that permit general purpose 
computations on GPUs include: Brook [9], Sh, and CUDA. This thesis uses on CUDA as the 
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programming environment. CUDA stands for Compute Unified Device Architecture, and is 
NVIDIA’s API and extension to the C programming language [10]. It allows programmers to 
manage and issue general-purpose computations on modern NVIDIA GPUs, which have become 
very popular and abundant. CUDA has undergone three official revisions, 1.0, 1.1, and 2.0. Its 
supported operating systems include Linux, Mac OS X, Windows XP, and Windows Vista. The 
CUDA package is freely available for download at NVIDIA’s CUDA Zone website, which consists of 
three items. 
 CUDA toolkit: Libraries and runtime required by the OS to compile and execute CUDA 
applications. 
 CUDA SDK: An official open-sourced collection of example CUDA applications.  
 CUDA-compatible display driver: Display driver that allows modern GPUs to execute 
CUDA applications.  
 Programming resources also include official CUDA documentation and community forums. 
Its SDK contains several Microsoft Visual Studio projects, which also serve as a useful 
programming reference and includes an example that issues work to multiple GPUs, and other 
examples that show how to bridge CUDA and OpenGL to render simple scenes [11].  
The next chapter provides a detailed look into the ray traced scene sampling process. This 
includes an overview of popular ray tracing-derived techniques, followed by graphics theory that 
can underlie any ray tracer. 
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Chapter 3 – Ray Tracing Techniques and Theory 
The previous chapter provided a very simplistic overview of how basic ray tracing works. 
However, alternative methods of similar scene reconstruction have indeed been devised. This 
chapter discusses a few of these methods: ray casting, path tracing, packet tracing, distribution 
ray tracing, beam tracing, and cone tracing. A thorough overview of low level theory required by 
most ray tracing techniques is also provided.  
3.1 – Techniques 
The following subsections provide an overview of different ray sampling techniques that 
are derived from basic ray tracing. This includes traditional ray tracing, path tracing, packet 
tracing, beam tracing, and cone tracing. 
3.1.1 – Ray Casting  
The first attempt at ray tracing was initially known as ray casting. Ray casting begins by 
defining a view plane, which is a virtual grid, positioned between the eye point and scene, with a 
1-to-1 relation to the pixels on the screen. A single ray per pixel is spawned from the view plane 
towards the scene, in order to find the closest ray-object intersection. Illumination models and 
intersection information are then used to paint the pixel of origin. The shortcoming of ray 
casting lies in that rays are not traced any further once the first intersection is determined.  
3.1.2 – Ray Tracing 
Ray casting considers primary rays, but not secondary rays. Primary rays are defined as 
those that are spawned from the viewpoint. Secondary rays are those spawned from an 
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intersection point. Turner Whitted addressed this shortcoming in 1979 by including secondary 
rays in the algorithm, allowing for rendering of reflective and translucent surfaces. This 
enhanced ray casting algorithm was henceforth known as Whitted ray tracing. Secondary rays 
are spawned in a recursive fashion, increasing complexity but ultimately rendering complex 
scenes very accurately and sharply. 
3.1.3 – Path Tracing 
Path tracing is a very expensive but highly accurate algorithm proposed by James Kajiya 
[12]. Full solution of his rendering equation and yields photorealism, but is highly inefficient and 
is therefore not used in real-time renderers. However, due to its high quality results, it is often 
used as a baseline for the quality of other algorithms. The following picture shows a high quality 
path-traced render, obtained from the Wikipedia Commons [6]. 
 
Figure 3.1 – A path-traced scene 
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The algorithm is akin to Whitted ray tracing, but with two main differences. First, rays 
only stop spawning once they find themselves back at the light source [12]. Upon reaching the 
light source, the light contribution along the rays’ path is calculated to determine how to shade 
a given point. Second, in traditional ray tracing reflective and transmissive rays are perfectly 
calculated using the normal and incoming vector. Path tracing instead, randomly spawns rays 
from a reflective point and lets them keep spawning until reaching the light source. This is one 
of the main reasons why path tracing is so expensive. 
A scene can also be rendered by running this algorithm in reverse by tracing rays from 
the light source and using the viewing camera as the end point, which is known as photon 
tracing. Combining photon and path tracing results in bi-directional path tracing, which can 
enhance image results even further. 
3.1.4 – Packet and Distribution Ray Tracing 
The packet tracing approach attempts to accelerate the sampling process by combining 
similar rays and spawning them in packets. This includes primary, secondary, and shadow rays. 
They are traced together in a single instruction multiple data fashion, intersecting common 
geometry and performing the same traversal [13]. 
A clear advantage to this approach is that coherence between rays is highly exposed. 
This allows re-usability of data that is already loaded in hardware cache and registers. It also 
implies a higher amount of computation in each recursive call, which can allow for better 
optimization. Packet tracing can also be beneficial for anti-aliasing purposes, since multiple 
samples around a given point are always taken. However, the most notorious problem with 
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packet tracing comes into play when tracing secondary rays. For clarity, please consider the 
following scenario.  
 
Figure 3.2 – Primary packet tracing 
 
Figure 3.3 – Secondary packet tracing 
 
While tracing packets of primary rays is indeed fast, tracing packets of secondary rays is 
a different matter. It is unclear how to construct packets of secondary rays and trace them from 
that point onward. This makes packet tracing sometimes questionable for rendering scenes with 
very numerous reflective and refractive surfaces [14]. 
Distribution ray tracing is an improvement over packet tracing. The concept is the same, 
but many more primary rays per pixel are spawned. Distribution ray tracing is used to render 
non-singular effects such as depth of field, glossy reflection, motion blur, and soft shadows [14]. 
Of course, these additional features imply higher computational cost. 
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3.1.5 – Beam and Cone Tracing 
The previously described methods assume that a single ray of light is spawned to sample 
a scene. As an alternative, beam and cone tracing spawn a volume, rather than a single ray 
without volume. This is done in an effort to accelerate the sampling process, but not without a 
cost. 
  Cone tracing models a light ray as a cone, and beam tracing models a particle path as 
either a pyramid or cylindrical-shaped beam [13]. The goal is to obtain more scene information 
from each primary cone or beam. Another clear advantage to these techniques is that it is easier 
to achieve smooth surfaces since more samples are taken over a sampling area, which can then 
easily be averaged. 
The downside to these methods is that they require solving complex beam-object and 
cone-object intersections [13]. Such intersections are hard to derive and usually yield complex 
volumes. Another problem is that one must deal with clipping of both cones and beams, leading 
to higher overhead. Overall, these techniques are not widely used due to their impracticality, 
questionable sampling approximation, and implementation complexity. 
3.2 – Common Theory 
All previously described sampling techniques are derived from Whitted ray tracing. 
Therefore, the goal of the following section is to discuss how Whitted ray tracing is done. It 
begins with a description of how light is modeled in computer graphics, followed a series of 
features that are implemented in most ray tracers. 
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3.2.1 – Illumination Models 
All geometric objects must have a Bi-directional Reflectance Distribution Function 
(BRDF) applied to them, which can be an algorithm or function used to describe reflective 
properties of a surface [8]. For instance, without an illumination model, spheres would look like 
plain-color circles, as they would appear not to be affected by light. The most straight-forward 
method of modeling light hitting an object is known as Phong illumination, which was 
established by Bui Tuong Phong in 1973. Other well-known methods include Strauss and Ward 
illumination. Such models tend to separate the types of light into ambient, specular, and diffuse 
components. The ambient component dictates how the amount of light provided by a global 
light source affects a surface’s illumination. The diffuse component dictates how grainy the 
surface will look. The specular component dictates how smooth the surface is, and is usually 
accompanied by a specular highlight. The following subsections discuss the theory behind these 
models, which can be found in Geigel [8].  
3.2.1.1 – Simple model: Phong 
Phong shading relies on special parameters, denoted by K, for the world’s objects. The 
world is required to have an ambient (Ka) parameter, and its objects are required to have 
specular (Ks and Ke) and diffuse (Kd) parameters. These parameters, surface color, and vector 
information at the point of intersection are taken into account to determine a final pixel color. 
The following equation computes ambient, diffuse, and specular components respectively, and 
adds them to yield a final pixel color [8].  
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Figure 3.4 – Phong geometry  
Legend: 
S: Light source vector 
N: Normal vector 
V: Viewer vector  
R: Reflection vector 
H: Halfway vector  
P: Intersection point 
 
 
Li: Light source color  
La: Ambient light color 
Ka: Ambient param. 
Kd: Diffuse param. 
Ks: Specular param. 
Ke: Specular param. 
 = 	 +   	 ∙  +   	 ∙   Phong-proper model 
Special care must be taken with vector lengths, as they should always be normalized. 
Additionally, there exists an alternate version of this model. Computer graphics pioneer Jim 
Blinn modified this equation such that it takes the dot product between the half-way vector, 
(the vector between the light source and viewer), and the normal to find the specular 
component, as shown next [8]. 
 = 	 +   	 ∙  +   	 ∙   Phong-Blinn model 
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3.2.1.2 – Physical model: Strauss 
In 1992, Paul Strauss introduced a physically-based model, which is relatively simple to 
implement. Like the Phong model, this model relies on special object parameters: smoothness, 
metalness, transparency, and index of refraction. The model also determines a final color by 
solving for the specular, ambient, and diffuse components. A more thorough explanation can be 
found in Strauss’ publication [15]. 
 3.2.1.3 – Anisotropic model: Ward 
Sometimes, textured surfaces appear somewhat blurry when observing them from a 
long distance and at an angle almost parallel to the surface. Anisotropic filtering is a remedy to 
this effect. In anisotropic filtering, light reflection varies with respect to the viewing and incident 
angles. Gregory Ward introduced an anisotropic illumination model which provides a good 
balance between ease of use and accuracy. Like Phong, it adds the diffuse and specular 
components as shown in the following equation [8]. 
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Figure 3.5 – Ward Geometry 
Legend: 
ρd: Diffuse parameter 
ρs: Specular parameter  
αx: Standard deviation of 
surface slope in x direction 
αy: Standard deviation of 
surface slope in y direction 
X: tangent to normal on 
surface in x direction 
Y: tangent to normal on 
surface in y direction 
 =  +  1√cos  cos ! ∙ "
#$%&'(%)/+,%-%)/+.%
40102  Ward anisotropic model 
3.2.2 – Surface Texturing 
Giving an object texture can either be done by computing it procedurally or by fetching 
static textures from a graphics package. The latter method allows for unlimited creativity, but 
does imply high memory use and disk read overhead. Procedural texturing is performed on the 
fly, but requires debugging, and implies computational overhead. In either case, mapping 
texture data to a surface must always be performed. For instance, mapping a texture to the 
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surface of a sphere is done differently than if the same texture were to be mapped to the 
surface of a plane. 
Mapping of a texture to a 2D plane begins by creating a 2D coordinate system about the 
area covered by the plane, and calling its axes s and t. (Note that these particular s and t are 
different from the ones used by Strauss.) When a ray hits the plane, the intersection point is 
converted from 3D world space to the plane’s 2D s and t space. Then, based on the chosen tile 
size, it is possible to determine on which row and column the intersection point lies. Tile color is 
determined by whether the intersected row and column combination is a certain combination 
of even or odd, as specified in the following table. 
Table 3.1 – Procedural checkerboard Logic 
Row Column Color 
Even Even White 
Even Odd Black 
Odd Even Black 
Odd Odd White 
 
3.2.3 – Object Shadows 
Shadows are very simple to implement in ray tracing and do not imply the high 
overhead that they do in rasterization. The process begins by spawning a shadow ray from an 
intersection point to the light source. If there is no intersection between the shadow ray origin 
and the light source, then no shadow is present. If an intersection is found between the shadow 
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ray origin and the light source, then the shaded color at the shadow ray origin point is simply 
attenuated, yielding a shadowy appearance. 
3.2.4 – Ray Reflection 
In order to render reflective surfaces, it is necessary to spawn reflection rays when a 
reflective object is intersected. Bear in mind that only the final intersection’s color is used to 
paint the primary ray’s origin pixel. Creating such reflection rays is relatively simple and can be 
achieved via the following expression [8].  
 
Figure 3.6 – Ray reflection geometry 
 =  − 2 5  ∙ ||||78  
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3.2.5 – Ray Transmission 
Rendering transparent surfaces requires spawning of transmission rays when there is an 
intersection with a transparent object. The key lies in using Snell’s law to determine the angle at 
which a transmission ray must veer. However, special attention must be paid if intersecting a 
sphere. In this case, it is necessary to keep track of whether a ray is inside or outside the sphere, 
to keep rays from spawning infinitely inside. Like reflection rays, only the ultimate intersection’s 
color information is used to paint the primary ray’s origin pixel. An actual transmission ray can 
be found using the following expression [8]. 
 
Figure 3.7 – Ray transmission geometry 
9 = :;< − :< ∙ :=:$  
+>1 − :71 − < ∙ :7:$7  
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3.2.6 – The View Plane 
A view plane was previously defined as a virtual grid, with a 1-to-1 relation to the pixels 
on the screen, which is positioned between the eye point and the scene. This very simplistic 
description requires more analysis. Let us consider the following view plane with horizontal 
resolution of 12 and vertical resolution of 8. 
 
Figure 3.8 – The view plane  
 
In computer graphics, there is strong distinction between coordinate spaces with respect to the 
world, the view plane, light sources, and objects. This view plane has a coordinate system of two 
dimensions, whose axes are denoted by (i,j). Each square represents a pixel location, and s 
denotes the number of samples that are to be taken per pixel (for anti-aliasing purposes to be 
described in the next section). Figure 3.8 also contains (Xw,Yw,Zw) notation, which represents the 
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same coordinate locations in world space. Note that the positive Zw direction is toward the 
viewer, and negative Zw direction is towards the scene. 
Spawning of rays begins at i = 0 and j = 0, and continues along the vertical and horizontal 
directions using a loop. However, since geometric objects are defined and positioned in world 
space, each ray’s origin has to be converted from view plane space to world space [1]. The 
following expressions describe the conversion from i to Xw, and j to Yw. 
?@ = AB − ℎDE2 +  0.5 
J@ = AK − LDE2 +  0.5 
Having performed these two operations, object intersections can be tested against rays 
whose origins are now represented in world space. No conversion is necessary to determine 
direction, since (for now), rays are fixed to head straight in the negative Zw direction. This 
however, implies that the view plane is fixed to the Zw axis. In order to view the scene from any 
position desired, it is necessary to free the ray tracer from this constraint by simulating a type of 
camera. Section 3.2.8 describes the pinhole camera. 
3.2.7 – Anti-Aliasing 
Up until this point, it has been assumed that one ray is spawned per pixel. In other 
words, s (from Figure 3.8) is set to 1. There is, however, a downfall to this approach. Consider 
the following scenario. If a ray is spawned from view plane position (3,2), and it hits the edge of 
a round or diagonal object, the object color is painted at location (3,2). If the next ray is 
spawned from position (4,2), and it misses the same object, a background color is painted at 
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location (4,2). As this continues to occur along the object’s edge, aliasing will occur, and the 
object’s outline will appear jagged.  
A way to remedy this effect is to perform anti-aliasing by spawning multiple rays per 
pixel, thus sampling more of the scene. Each pixel is divided by s samples, usually a multiple of 2, 
and a ray is spawned from each of those subdivisions. The color of each subdivision’s 
intersection is averaged, and used to paint their origin pixel. This is simple to implement, as it 
merely involves adding an additional two-level for loop in the ray tracer’s main rendering 
function, and spawning all rays from there [8]. However, this is computationally very costly and 
can increase the algorithm’s complexity exponentially. 
3.2.8 – The Pinhole Camera 
A pinhole camera allows one to view the scene from anywhere by setting an arbitrary 
eye point, look-at point, up vector, and distance d between the eye point and view plane. The 
eye point specifies where the viewer is stationed. The look-at point specifies a spot on the scene 
to center the view toward. The up vector specifies a direction to consider as “up,” which is 
usually set as the positive y-axis. For instance, if one set the up-vector as the negative x-axis, the 
final render would be rotated by 90 degrees. The distance between the eye and view plane is d. 
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Figure 3.9 – Pinhole camera geometry 
Legend:  
e: Eye point 
l: Look-at point 
d: Eye point and view 
plane distance 
up:  Viewer’s “up” 
direction 
Implementing a pinhole camera is essentially a re-calculation of all primary rays’ 
direction. It begins by defining a new coordinate system about the eye point, composed of 
vectors u, v, and w. These vectors are found as follows [1]. 
M = " − N||" − N|| 
O = O × M||O × M|| 
L = M × O 
The final direction of each primary ray is found as below [1]. It uses the results from 
section 3.2.6, and should be normalized. 
QRSTBQ"U9BV: = ?@O + J@L − <M 
3.2.9 – Ray-Object Intersections 
This subsection describes how geometric primitives are intersected by rays. Included 
here are discussions on spheres, discs, and planes. Intersections of other geometric primitives 
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can be found in most ray tracing texts. The presentation that follows is based on information 
found within Suffern [1]   
3.2.9.1 – Rays 
Before discussing how rays intersect particular shapes, a definition of a generic ray must 
be provided. All rays are represented by an origin o, and a unit direction vector d. Furthermore, 
a ray can be parameterized with t, such that an arbitrary point p on a ray can be written as 
shown next [1]. 
 = V + 9< 
This is visually illustrated by the following figure. 
 
Figure 3.10 – Definition of a ray in world coordinates  
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This definition of a ray will be used in the following sections to explain how such a ray 
intersects with spheres, discs, and planes.  
3.2.9.2 – Spheres 
Mathematically, spheres are represented using the following expression. 
W − U17 + S − U27 + X − UY7 − Q7 = 0 
However, this expression can be rewritten in vector form, as follows [1]. 
 − U ∙  − U − Q7 = 0 
In order to intersect a ray with such a sphere, the ray equation from the previous 
subsection is substituted in, yielding this expression. 
V + 9< − U ∙ V + 9< − U − Q7 = 0 
This can now be expanded. 
 < ∙ <97 + Z2V − U ∙ <[9 + V − U ∙ V − U − Q7 = 0 
Inspection of this expression reveals that is in quadratic form. 
R97 + \9 + U = 0 
Where: 
R = < ∙ < 
\ = 2V − U ∙ < 
U = V − U ∙ V − U − Q7 
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The key to now determine an intersection is to use these coefficients to compute the 
discriminant D, within the square root of the quadratic formula. 
9 = −\ ± √\7 − 4RU2R  
If the discriminant is less than zero, there is no intersection. If the discriminant is equal 
to zero, there has been an intersection, and shading should be performed at that point. If the 
discriminant is greater than zero, the ray intersects twice through the sphere, and the closest 
intersection point should be used for shading [1].  
Ray 1
Ray 2
Ray 3
No intersection (D < 0)
One intersection (D == 0)
Two intersections (D > 0)
 
Figure 3.11 – Ray-sphere intersection 
3.2.9.3 – Planes 
Planes are the simplest objects to intersect. They are mathematically represented using 
the following expression: 
^W + _S + X + T = 0 
Like spheres, their original equation can be rewritten in the following vector form [1]. 
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 − R ∙ : = 0 , 
where a is a defining point on the plane, n is a normal vector to the plane at that point, and p is 
an arbitrary point on the plane. Plugging the ray equation previously defined into the plane 
equation then yields the following expression. 
V + 9< − R ∙ : = 0 
Inspection of this equation reveals that it is simply a linear equation, which can be 
rewritten as follows. 
9 = R − V ∙ :< ∙ :  
Since all the variables on the right side of such equation are known, solving for t will 
determine if there has been an intersection [1]. If t is less than zero, then there is no 
intersection. If t is equal to or greater than zero, then there has been an intersection, and 
shading should be performed at that point. Note that if a ray is parallel to the plane, the 
denominator< ∙ : will be equal to zero. This has to be treated as a special case, depending on 
what programming language is used. In C++, it is not a problem since a division by zero will 
return infinity rather than a runtime error [1]. 
3.2.9.4 – Discs 
Since discs are essentially a plane bound by a radius, determining an intersection with a 
disc is similar to determining an intersection with a plane. The disc intersection procedure just 
adds a test at the end of the plane intersection to determine if the ray intersection point p lies 
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radius r away from the disc center c. Therefore there is an intersection if the following two 
equations are true [1]. 
U − V ∙ :< ∙ : > 0 
a − U ∙  − U < Q 
3.2.9.5 – Other Objects 
The ray tracer developed in this work implemented triangle and torus intersections, in 
addition to the object intersections just described. However, objects other than these can 
certainly be intersected, such as part objects and compound objects. Part objects are simply 
“incomplete” primitives, where their angles are restricted to subsets of their full ranges [1]. For 
instance, forming a bowl-shaped object can be done by limiting the angular parameter ranges of 
a sphere. Compound objects are objects that store a collection of other objects. A solid cylinder 
is a good example, since it is composed of an open cylinder and two discs. 
This work requires that a triangle be defined by specifying three vertices in 
counterclockwise order.  Similar to a ray-disc intersection, a check is made to determine 
whether the current ray intersects a plane on which the triangle lies. This is followed by another 
check to see if the ray-plane intersection lies within the bounds of the triangle’s three vertices, 
which is where triangle-specific intersection code is found. Kevin Suffern provides a thorough 
derivation and implementation of such intersection [1]. 
Torii intersections are by far the most complex ray-object intersection featured in this 
work. A single torus intersection requires executing roughly 250 lines of code, whereas the other 
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object intersections require at most 40. Moreover, this is the simplest torus one can intersect. 
Meaning, it only allows the programmer to define it by specifying its thickness and distance 
from the world’s origin. Conceptually, the generic torus intersection treats the torus as a circle 
on the Y and Z plane, and rotates such circle by 360 degrees around the y-axis; thus forming a 
dough-nut shaped object. The torus is thus centered at world position (0,0,0) and lays on the X 
and Z plane. At the heart of this intersection, one is required to solve for the coefficients of the 
fourth-degree polynomial, otherwise known as a quartic equation. Solving such a polynomial 
requires much computation, making the hardest object this ray tracer has to intersect. For a 
thorough explanation of this particular torus intersection, also refer to Suffern’s work [1]. 
  The next chapter discusses this thesis’ particular ray tracer implementation. This 
includes a thorough discussion of how CUDA drives modern multi-GPU graphics hardware; 
followed by how a Whitted ray tracer was implemented using CUDA following the principles just 
described here. 
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Chapter 4 – Implementation 
This chapter discusses the implementation of a ray tracing engine on the available multi-
GPGPU system. It begins by introducing CUDA as a programming environment and how it 
interfaces to graphics hardware architecture. This is followed by a description of the design 
behind this particular implementation. 
4.1 – The CUDA Programming Model 
The CUDA architecture can be considered a layer of abstraction between the general 
purpose programmer and a modern NVIDIA GPU. It allows programmers to execute general-
purpose code and exploit the massive parallelism found onboard such GPUs. Other general 
purpose interfaces to graphics hardware include sh, Brook, and AMD’s Close to Metal. Johan 
Seland’s GPU Programming and Computing presentation provides us with the following diagram 
which illustrates where such languages fall with respect to other GPU language types. 
 
Figure 4.1 – Graphics hardware programmability 
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CUDA extends the C programming language and allows programmers to define their own GPU-
only functions, known as kernels. Such kernels are executed in parallel N times, via N CUDA 
threads. All CUDA threads reside within CUDA blocks. Likewise, all blocks reside within a 
computational grid. Each CUDA thread has a unique identifier, which is accessed within its 
kernel via CUDA-proprietary variables threadIdx, blockDim, and blockIdx. A kernel typically 
begins by identifying the current and unique CUDA thread ID, and issues some work to such 
CUDA thread as shown next. 
__global__ void myKernel( …params… ) { 
    int t_id = blockIdx.x * blockDim.x + threadIdx.x; 
    // Map the current thread to a portion of the task at hand 
    // Do work 
} 
Figure 4.2 – CUDA thread identification within a kernel 
Note that the 3 special variables shown in the previous figure can have x, y, and z 
components, which can also be used to identify a CUDA thread. However, using additional 
identification components is optional. They are usually used in problems of multiple dimensions. 
The following figure illustrates a 2D CUDA block and thread system [10]. 
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Figure 4.3 – CUDA grid of thread blocks 
 
CUDA-capable programs are split between a CPU side and a GPU side. CUDA 
initialization and kernel calls are done by the CPU, typically issuing heavy-duty work to the GPU. 
Calling a kernel, such as the one just provided, is done using a special <<<  >>> syntax.  For 
instance, the following line calls the aforementioned kernel. 
myKernel<<< numBlocks , numThreadsPerBlock >>>( … params … ); 
Figure 4.4 – Calling a CUDA kernel 
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The kernel call does not just accept function parameters, but also numBlocks and 
numThreadsPerBlock. This allows the programmer to define how many CUDA threads per block, 
and how many blocks are to be launched by the GPU to execute the kernel’s content. A block 
can contain as many as 512 CUDA threads. The amount of data, denoted by N, dictates the 
number of blocks as shown next. 
int numBlocks = N/numThreadsPerBlock + (N%numThreadsPerBlock == 0 ? 0 : 1 ); 
Figure 4.5 – Computing number of blocks 
Since the idea behind CUDA is to use the GPU as a co-processor, it is the CPU’s duty to 
issue work and receive results from the GPU. This implies that memory allocation on the GPU 
and bidirectional data transfer is required. This is achieved using cudaMalloc() and 
cudaMemCpy() functions, which are proprietary to CUDA and are thoroughly described in the 
CUDA Programming Guide [10]. The following code shows how this is typically done. 
float * cpu_data; 
float * gpu_data; 
cpu_data = (float*)malloc(data_size); 
// fill cpu_data with values 
cudaMalloc( (void**)&gpu_data , data_size ); 
cudaMemCpy( gpu_data , cpu_data , data_size*sizeof(float) , 
            cudaMemcpyHostToDevice); 
// call kernel to operate on data now resident on GPU 
cudaMemCpy( cpu_data , gpu_data , data_size*sizeof(float) , 
            cudaMemcpyDeviceToHost); 
free( cpu_data ); 
cudaFree( gpu_data ); 
Figure 4.6 – GPU memory allocation and data transfer with CPU 
CUDA threads can access data from several memory spaces. Each CUDA thread has 
access to limited on-chip registers and local memory. Similarly, each block has access to 16 KB of 
shared memory, which is shared among all of its threads and is available throughout the block’s 
lifetime. All threads also have access to global memory, which resides on the GPU’s printed 
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circuit board DRAM dies. Texture and constant memory spaces are also accessible by CUDA 
threads. These last two memory spaces were not used in this thesis. The following diagram 
illustrates part of the CUDA memory model [16]. 
 
Figure 4.7 – CUDA memory spaces 
 
Shared memory is found very close to the GPU core, and can be compared to a CPU’s 
cache. It is desirable to operate on data stored in shared memory, since the read/write cost is 
very low. Unfortunately, since the amount of available shared memory is very small, it is 
sometimes necessary to operate on data stored within global memory, which is almost never in 
short amount. However, this comes at the expense of higher read/write cost. 
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4.2 – The CUDA Hardware Interface 
Modern NVIDIA GPUs are based on NVIDIA’s flagship TESLA architecture [10]. This 
subsection describes how CUDA interfaces with that architecture. Within a modern NVIDIA GPU 
one finds a series of multiprocessors which implement graphics stream processing. When a 
programmer invokes a CUDA kernel, the blocks of a grid are distributed to the available 
multiprocessors for execution. The CUDA threads within a block can then execute concurrently 
on a multiprocessor. Once a block of CUDA threads finishes execution on a given multiprocessor, 
another block of CUDA threads is issued. Thread execution is managed by the multiprocessor’s 
instruction unit with no scheduling overhead [10]. Within each multiprocessor are eight scalar 
processor cores, a multithreaded instruction unit, and on-chip register/shared/constant/texture 
memory. 
Multiprocessors follow a new SIMT (Single Instruction Multiple Thread) model to 
execute its hundreds of CUDA threads. CUDA threads are mapped to multiprocessor cores, and 
are then scheduled for execution in groups of 32. Such groups of 32 CUDA threads are known as 
warps [10]. All CUDA threads within incoming blocks are split into warps, and have consecutive 
IDs. Full efficiency is achieved when there is no branch diversion during execution, as all CUDA 
threads then follow the same path. All warps execute independently of other warps, as branch 
diversion occurs only within the same warp. When a CUDA thread of a warp does diverge, the 
warp executes each branch path taken [10]. However, this halts other CUDA threads of that 
warp that are not on that path. Once all the paths have been taken, all CUDA threads converge 
back to their common execution path [10]. For this reason, conditionals should be avoided when 
possible, since they are likely to introduce very high number of stalls.  
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Multiprocessors can execute anywhere from one to eight CUDA thread blocks 
concurrently [10]. This number depends on how much shared memory per block and how many 
registers per CUDA thread are required for a given kernel. If there are insufficient registers or 
shared memory, the kernel will not launch [10]. The number of blocks should always be equal to 
or greater than the number of multiprocessors on a GPU, for highest utilization. The following 
diagram shows how multiprocessors are organized on a GPU, also known as a device. Using 
multiple devices is only possible if the GPUs are of the same model and SLI is disabled [10]. 
 
Figure 4.8 – GPU multiprocessor and memory layout 
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4.3 – The Ray Tracing Engine 
All ray traced scenes rendered by this work are comprised of geometric objects whose 
surfaces have special properties. These surface properties specify how to illuminate it, how to 
texture it, how to account for any reflectivity and translucency. It is important to note that 
object oriented programming is often the preferred method to implement a ray tracer. 
However, since CUDA works in a procedural environment, this ray tracer is procedural. This 
subsection describes how this particular ray tracer has been implemented. 
4.3.1 – Program Organization and Structure 
The ray tracer is contained in a Visual Studio 2005 project named mgpu_raytracer. 
There are a total of 13 source files. The .cu files are CUDA-specific, and the .cpp/.h files are CPU-
specific. Although the objective of this work is an exploration of multi-GPGPU ray tracing, the 
same ray tracer was developed for the CPU, alongside its GPGPU cousin. Having these two 
versions allows for meaningful performance comparison, contrast, problem analysis, and 
debugging. 
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Table 4.1 – Listing of all source files 
Source File Description 
cpu_thread_spawner.cu Manages interfacing between CPU and GPU 
ray_kernel.cu CUDA ray tracing engine (including intersection functions) 
util_kernel.cu Collection of CUDA utility functions 
definitions.h User #define parameters 
intersections.h Header for CPU intersections 
ray_engine.h Header for CPU ray tracing engine 
structs.h Collection of struct type definitions 
util.h Header for collection of CPU utility functions 
Iitersections.cpp CPU ray-object intersection functions 
main.cpp Entry point. Contains UI functionality using OpenGL. 
multithreading.cpp NVIDIA-provided interface between Windows threading and CUDA 
ray_engine.cpp CPU ray tracing engine 
util.cpp Collection of CPU utility functions 
 
All scene contents and some of the ray tracing engine’s utilities are encapsulated in the 
nested structs shown in Figure 4.9. At the top level there is a World struct, which encapsulates 
most of the system. A scene’s background color is also found within the world struct. All color 
and coordinate information of this ray tracer are stored in data structures of type float3. This 
special float3 type is proprietary to CUDA, and is just a simple struct that contains three 
numbers of float type. Colors are stored as floating-point RGB values in the range from 0 to 1, 
and coordinates are stored as XYZ values in a floating-point type.  
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Figure 4.9 – Ray tracer structs 
 
The second level includes four structs: an object list, a light source, a camera, and a view 
plane. The ObjectList struct contains arrays of geometric objects, and their quantities. The 
LightSource struct simply contains the light source’s color and position. The Camera struct 
contains an implementation of a pinhole camera, which allows the user to view a scene from 
any desired position. Lastly, the ViewPlane struct is a representation of what is to be rendered 
on an OpenGL window. It also contains anti-aliasing settings and the screen resolution. 
The lower level is only composed of object structs that contain the necessary 
information to determine a ray-object intersection at some point in 3D space. All objects have 
different means to determine such intersections, and therefore the information contained in 
these structs is very different across the board. For instance, a plane requires vertex and normal 
vector data, whereas a sphere requires radius and center position data. The only properties that 
are shared among such objects are illumination parameters and object color. 
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The Ray and ShadeRec structs are both standalone and are present as utilities for the 
ray tracer engine. They are created and discarded very often as the ray tracing algorithm runs. 
The Ray struct is a representation of a ray, containing an origin and direction. The ShadeRec 
struct contains data for particular intersection points. 
4.3.2 – CPU-GPU Communication 
Communication among processors using cudaMemCpy() is very costly, and should 
therefore be kept at a minimum. For this reason, the entire ray tracing algorithm is executed on 
the GPU side, while the CPU serves only as a work issuer and gatherer. The scene description, 
otherwise known as the world, is constructed by the CPU and passed to each GPU. This is 
achieved by spawning one CPU thread per GPU [11], with the sole purpose of sending each GPU 
these key items: a copy of the world, the number of GPUs, a GPU device ID, the number of 
blocks, and number of CUDA threads per block. The latter four elements exist for CUDA thread 
load balancing purposes. This particular mapping of a CPU thread to a GPU is also known as 
peer-to-peer mapping. 
After each CPU thread has sent this data, ray tracing kernels begin their scene sampling 
and return a data structure with final pixel color information. After receiving these results, the 
CPU threads are terminated, and their results are assembled by the CPU such that they can be 
displayed in an OpenGL window. By default, when the GPU receives data via cudaMemCpy(), 
such data arrives in global memory. However, CUDA optimization methods suggest operating on 
shared memory if possible. Therefore, the world resides in shared memory. 
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4.3.3 – GPU Load Balancing 
In order to aim for best performance, it is imperative that both GPUs be kept 
simultaneously busy at all times. An obvious method of splitting up the work would be to split 
the screen into subdivisions, such as halves or quadrants. However, this approach does not 
guarantee load balancing since the intersection overhead may not necessarily be similar for 
each subdivision. For this reason, this work takes a different approach by assigning each GPGPU 
cyclic sets of pixel rows to process. This approach is more likely to achieve load balance, since, 
by nature, any scene is highly unlikely to have a pixel row that is much different from ones 
closely below or above it.  
Having defined a cyclic method of load balancing among GPUs, it is now necessary to 
describe how CUDA threads of each GPU operate on the scene. The first step requires passing 
the render() kernel all the information required to map each CUDA thread correctly to a portion 
of the scene. This information includes the device ID, the number of blocks, the number of 
CUDA threads per block, and the number of GPUs. The goal is to use these parameters and the 
thread ID to determine a set of 2D pixel coordinates from which to fire primary rays. 
This work implemented the two partition modes shown in Figures 4.10 and 4.11. A 
PIXELS_PER_THREAD parameter exists which tells the engine how many 2D view plane pixel 
locations each CUDA thread is responsible for firing primary rays from. In these two figures, such 
parameter equals 4. The first mode assigns one thread a consecutive row of pixels. The second 
mode assigns pixels to each thread in a cyclic manner, similar to how GPUs are assigned pixel 
rows. The previous figures show threads with common IDs, but it is important to note that they 
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reside on different devices. Implementing such partitioning schemes requires identifying the 
current thread ID and using it to map its future workload to a subset of 2D pixel locations. This is 
done within the top-level render() kernel, shown and explained in Figure 4.12.  
To a device, the data structure that holds future color information is a 1D array of float3 
types, named canvas. Intuitively, it can be considered a flattened 2D array whose rows are 
arranged sequentially to form a 1D array. In order to spawn primary rays, the kernel must 
compute (i,j) loop indices that correctly map to (x,y) locations on the view plane. These derived 
(x,y) coordinates are then used to find a primary ray’s direction into the scene. 
 
Figure 4.10 – Partition mode 1 
               
Figure 4.11 – Partition mode 2 
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__global__ void render( World* inWorld , float3* canvas, int deviceID ,  
       int gpu_count , int numBlocks , int numThreads ) {
   
 __shared__ World world; 
 world = *inWorld; 
 
 int t_idx = blockIdx.x * blockDim.x + threadIdx.x; 
 int threads_per_row = (numBlocks * numThreads * gpu_count) /  
                             world.viewplane.vres; 
 
 int increment; 
 int startIdx; 
 int endIdx; 
 
 switch(PARTITION_MODE) { 
  case 1 : 
   startIdx = (t_idx%threads_per_row) * PIXELS_PER_THREAD; 
   endIdx = startIdx + PIXELS_PER_THREAD; 
   increment = 1; 
   break; 
  case 2 : 
   startIdx = t_idx%threads_per_row; 
   endIdx = world.viewplane.hres; 
   increment = threads_per_row; 
   break; 
 } 
 
 int j = t_idx/threads_per_row*gpu_count + deviceID;  
 
 Ray primaryRay;  
 primaryRay.o = world.camera.eye; 
 
 int canvasIdx; 
 float2 viewPlane;  
 
 for( int i = startIdx ; i < endIdx ; i+=increment ) { 
  viewPlane.x = i - 0.5 * (world.viewplane.hres - 1); 
  viewPlane.y = j - 0.5 * (world.viewplane.vres - 1);  
  
  primaryRay.d = world.camera.u*viewPlane.x +  
           world.camera.v*viewPlane.y -  
     world.camera.w*VIEW_DIST; 
 
  primaryRay.d = normalize(primaryRay.d); 
  canvasIdx = j*world.viewplane.hres + i; 
  canvas[canvasIdx] = traceRay(primaryRay,world); 
 } 
} 
Figure 4.12 – The CUDA render() kernel 
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The first step in the partitioning process is to determine how many threads will process 
a single row of pixels. This is computed by multiplying the total number of threads times the 
number of devices, and dividing this number by the vertical resolution. The second step is to 
determine how i will loop through the canvas. This is done by finding three numbers: a starting 
index, an ending index, and by how much to increment i. Finding these numbers is different for 
each partition mode.  
For both modes, the starting index determines where within the current “row” the for() 
loop begins. In mode 1, this is done by taking modulus of the current thread ID with the number 
of threads per row, and multiplying that result by the number of pixels per thread. The ending 
index is equal to the number of pixels per thread, beyond the starting index. Since rays are 
spawned consecutively, the increment index is just 1. 
For mode 2, the starting index is obtained by taking modulus of the current thread ID 
with the number of threads per row. The ending index is never going to be beyond the last 
element of the current row, and is therefore equal to the horizontal resolution. The increment 
index determines how many pixels to skip in order to achieve cyclic processing within that row, 
and is therefore just equal to the threads per row. 
Prior to starting the loop, the j index must be determined to specify which row is 
currently being processed. This is found by multiplying the threads per row by the number of 
devices, and using that result to divide the current CUDA thread index. The current device ID is 
then added to that number to offset the row and achieve cyclic row partitioning per GPU. At this 
point it is possible to begin looping using (i,j) to spawn primary rays and run the ray tracer 
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algorithm, to yield a final pixel color. This color is then placed within canvas, and received by the 
CPU for OpenGL to render in a window.  
4.3.4 – Execution Path 
Program execution takes different paths when running the CPU version and the multi-
GPU version. Figure 4.13 illustrates these execution paths. The program begins with main.cpp, 
which constructs the world and uses basic OpenGL to render GPU results. The world is 
constructed by reading information from definitions.h. This provides a fully parameterized ray 
tracer. Next is a check of the NUM_GPUs constant, also found in definitions.h, to see if one 
wishes to run the algorithm on the CPU or GPUs.  
If NUM_GPUs is less than 1, the world is passed to the ray tracer engine on the CPU 
side, where it is ray traced, and a resulting canvas is returned for rendering. If NUM_GPUs is 
greater than 0, the world is passed to the GPU thread spawner. This is where CUDA-only calls 
begin to take place, including CUDA initialization, GPU parsing, GPU memory allocation, and 
kernel launching. One CPU thread is spawned per GPU present in the system. Each of those 
threads gives its corresponding GPU a copy of the world, the device ID, the GPU count, the 
number of threads per block, and the number of blocks. Once kernel execution finishes, the 
filled canvas is returned to the CPU thread spawner, where it is relayed back to the top level 
main() function so OpenGL can render it. 
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main()
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Figure 4.13 – Ray tracer execution 
 
4.4 – The User Interface 
Conventional computer graphics applications are usually developed using either the 
OpenGL or DirectX APIs. These programming interfaces contain vast tools and methods 
necessary for creating entire animated scenes.  However, these APIs are meant to be used 
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exclusively for rasterization, but a ray tracer still needs a basic way to access graphics hardware. 
Therefore, the following basic OpenGL functionality was used:  
1. OpenGL’s ability to initialize and open a graphics window. 
2. OpenGL’s glDrawPixels() function, to paint the graphics window using color information 
stored in a data structure. 
3. OpenGL’s timer function, to automate benchmarking. 
4. OpenGL’s keyboard callback function, to allow user interactivity with the ray tracer. 
Table 4.2 – Ray tracer key bindings 
Key Function 
w Move forward 
a Move left 
s Move backwards 
d Move right 
r Move up 
f Move down 
i Look up 
j Look left 
k Look down 
l Look right 
e Reset view 
q Exit program 
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This ray tracer is highly parameterized. This means that a user can toggle ray tracer 
features by changing #define values within the definitions.h header file. The following table 
provides a full description of available parameters. 
Table 4.3 – Ray tracer #define parameters 
#define Description Default Value 
THREADS_PER_BLOCK Threads per block (GPU only) 64 
PIXELS_PER_THREAD Pixels for each thread to process (GPU only) 64 
NUM_GPUs Toggle number of processors and their type 2 
NUM_TORII Number of torii in scene 4 
NUM_TRIANGLES Number of triangles in scene 8 
NUM_DISCS Number of discs in scene 8 
NUM_PLANES Number of planes in scene 8 
NUM_SPHERES Number of spheres in scene 4 
PHONG_SWITCH Toggle Phong illumination 1 
SHADOW_SWITCH Toggle shadows on objects 1 
TEX_SWITCH Toggle procedural texturing on planes 1 
REFLECT_SWITCH Toggle reflection on spheres 1 
TRANS_SWITCH Toggle transmission on spheres 1 
WINDOW_SIZE_X Horizontal resolution 1440 
WINDOW_SIZE_Y Vertical resolution 900 
EYE_POS_X Eye position x-coordinate 0 
EYE_POS_Y Eye position y-coordinate 300 
EYE_POS_Z Eye position z-coordinate 1000 
LOOKAT_POS_X Look-at position x-coordinate 0 
LOOKAT_POS_Y Look-at position y-coordinate 0 
LOOKAT_POS_Z Look-at position z-coordinate -200 
LIGHT_POS_X Light position x-coordinate 0 
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LIGHT_POS_Y Light position y-coordinate 275 
LIGHT_POS_Z Light position z-coordinate -100 
VIEW_DIST Distance between eye point and view plane 450 
SHADOW_INTENS Shadow intensity control 2.0 
PHONG_INTENS Overall illumination intensity control 1.75 
PLANE_LIGHT_M Plane illumination intensity control 1 
TILE_SIZE Size of procedurally-generated tiles on plane 50 
K_EPSILON Ray-intersection constant 0.01 
K_LARGEVAL Ray-intersection constant 9999 
EQN_EPS Ray-intersection constant 1e-90 
AA_SAMPLES Number of anti-aliasing samples 4 
AA_SWITCH Toggle anti-aliasing (CPU only) 0 
MOVE_DIST How far to move using keyboard 100 
TURN_ANGLE How far to turn using keyboard (radians) 0.05 
PI Pi 3.141592653… 
MAX_DEPTH Ray depth (CPU only) 5 
FPS_SAMPLE How many frames to use in framerate 
average 
10 
PARTITION_MODE Toggle cyclic/non-cyclic thread partition 
mode (GPU only) 
2 
NUM_COLORS Number of colors available to color objects 
with 
8 
AUTO_MOVE Enable automatic scene navigation 0 
 
4.5 – Foundations for a New Graphics API 
This ray tracer has laid groundwork for development of a future graphics API. Scene 
population is done using a series of functions that add either single objects or groups of objects. 
Next is a listing of the current functions available to the programmer. 
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Table 4.4 – Functions for scene creation 
Return Type Name Description 
void addTriangle() Add a triangle to the scene 
void addDisc() Add a disc to the scene 
void addPlane() Add a plane to the scene 
void addSphere() Add a sphere to the scene 
void addTorus() Add a torus to the scene 
void addCube() Add a cube to the scene 
void addTriangleGroup() Add a group of triangles to the scene 
void addDiscGroup() Add a group of discs to the scene 
void addPlaneGroup() Add a group of planes to the scene 
void addSphereGroup() Add a group of spheres to the scene 
void addTorusGroup() Add a group of torii to the scene 
void addCubeGroup() Add a group of cubes to the scene 
ViewPlane makeViewPlane() Create a view plane 
Camera makeCamera() Create a pinhole camera 
LightSource makeLight() Create a light source 
World makeWorld() Create a world that encapsulates everything 
 
Table 4.4 contains a small collection of functions that could be extended into a larger 
graphics library, similar to GLUT. (GLUT is a graphics library used to render primitives in 
OpenGL.)  For instance, the addCube() function creates a series of planes to form a cube. This 
concept can be extended to create any shape possible with the given primitives. However, it 
should be noted that the object count must also be updated in the definitions file when adding 
or removing objects to or from the world. 
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The next chapter discusses performance results that were obtained via a series of 
benchmarks. This includes a performance analysis, a discussion of CUDA-specific environment 
and implementation issues, and information on how the host system affects overall 
performance.  
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Chapter 5 – Performance Results 
This chapter discusses the performance of the design presented in the previous 
sections. This includes a thorough analysis of how using different systems affects ray tracing 
performance, identification of implementation bottlenecks, and a brief overview of how the 
host computer affected overall performance. The word system, which is used throughout this 
section, is herein defined as the hardware configuration used to run a benchmark. These 
systems were evaluated: single CPU, single GPU, and two GPUs. 
5.1 – Benchmark Analysis 
Prior to doing any sort of analysis, it was necessary to derive a smart set of benchmarks. 
Their purpose is to help determine performance implications of important ray tracer 
parameters, including: the number of objects, the types of objects, activation of graphics 
features, the number of CUDA threads per block, the number of pixels to be processed per 
CUDA thread, and toggling between partition modes.  Accompanying this thesis is an Excel 
spreadsheet that contains detailed information for each of the 68 benchmarks, performance 
results, and corresponding bar graphs. The following table outlines the objective of each 
benchmark set. 
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Table 5.1 – Benchmark objectives 
Benchmark Set IDs Objective 
1 1-5 Determine cost of rendering a single object of each type. 
2 6-11 Determine cost of activating graphics effects that are available to 
each object type, for one of said objects. 
3 12-16 Determine cost of rendering numerous objects of each type. 
4 17-22 Determine cost of activating graphics effects that are available to 
each object type, for numerous of said objects. 
5 23-28 Determine cost of activating graphics effects in a more realistic 
and populated scene, including all object types. 
6 29-68 Determine how possible combinations of threads per block and 
pixels per thread affect performance. This uses the scene of set 5. 
 
The spreadsheet’s performance results show framerates for all systems. This also 
includes speedup data to show how a multi-GPU solution is superior over others. All 
benchmarks were run using the same series of ten widescreen frames of 1440 x 900 resolution. 
5.1.1 – Benchmark Set One 
The first benchmark set populates a scene with a single object without graphics effects. 
This test is repeated for each of the object types. However, the performance per system is 
inconsistent, in the sense that the rendering cost does not go hand-in-hand with intersection 
complexity. The cost per system appears to fluctuate for all objects, excluding torii. Torii appear 
to be the one object type that is consistently more taxing to render than the rest. The CPU is the 
slowest performing system, while the single GPU is the highest.  
  
Figure 
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What is interesting here is that there still is a performance gain when discs and triangles 
are rendered with their relevant effects. The commonality among triangles and discs is that the 
same graphics effects can be applied to them: shadows and Phong illumination. These effects, as 
discussed in benchmark set one, are dependent on branching, which may help explain this 
behavior. The largest performance hit seen here occurs when rendering translucent spheres. 
This makes sense, since the work required to spawn transmission rays is much higher than that 
of reflective rays. 
Additionally, like the third set, the single GPU system was unable to render a group of 64 
torii, but the dual GPU system handled it well. This further suggests that GPUs have a certain 
general-purpose load tolerance level before reaching instability. The multi-GPU speedups were 
also satisfactory, ranging from 1.39 to 1.68 over the single GPU system, and from 9 to 42.5 over 
the CPU system. 
5.1.5 – Benchmark Set Five 
The fifth set of benchmarks aims to deviate from the previous four because they are 
somewhat unrealistic. If one were to render a real-life scene, it would be composed of 
numerous objects of different types, which is what this set contains. Specifically, this set 
contains four torii, eight triangles, eight planes, eight discs, and four spheres. The set begins by 
rendering plain objects without any graphics effects, and then activates each effect to observe 
performance hits. This gives further insight regarding how costly each graphics feature is. 
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 was designed to find peak performance for the single and multi
 the one of set five, but with all graphics effects 
s per block, and pixels per thread.
-of-two combinations of 
 is stable only for 
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Figure 5.6 – Multi-GPU peak performance 
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partition mode 1, it is likely to have, for example, and thread that is responsible for rendering a 
consecutive set of pixels that have no objects in their way to intersect. The superior load 
balancing nature of cyclic partitioning per CUDA thread allows their blocks to have similar 
execution time. A non-cyclic processing mode implies that block execution time per processor 
will vary more, and thus the system will behave in a slower and less streaming manner. 
5.1.8 – Increasing Clock Frequencies 
The performance measurements described so far were collected at default hardware 
operating frequencies. However, a small subset of benchmarks form set six (32, 36, 64, and 68) 
was rerun under overclocked conditions to determine the effect that frequency can have on 
performance. These benchmarks correspond to the same scene, but with varying threads per 
block and pixels per thread values. (See the benchmark spreadsheet for detailed information.) 
The default and overclocked frequencies are shown in Table 5.2, followed by benchmark results 
for a multi-GPU system. 
Table 5.2 – Default and overclocked frequencies 
Component Factory Default Overclocked  Frequency Increase 
CPU 2400 3000 25% 
Main Memory 800 1066 33% 
Per GPU Core 600 700 16% 
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floating point registers became evident, which is discussed in section 5.2. Fortunately, at this 
point in time, CUDA 2.0 for Windows Vista was released. This new development environment 
still yielded the same problem, but with a much higher tolerance. In other words, torii could 
now be intersected and more secondary rays could be spawned before being stopped by the 
compiler. It is therefore evident that the CUDA compiler had been re-worked, but those details 
are not in the public domain. 
From a performance standpoint, it is unfair to make comparisons between CUDA 1.1 
under Windows XP, and CUDA 2.0 under Windows Vista. This is because development of the ray 
tracer shifted from one OS to another midway through said development. There also are a 
number of other parameters which make a comparison questionable. Development under CUDA 
1.1 used Nate Robbins’ OpenGL release and ran under a 32-bit environment. On the other hand, 
development under CUDA 2.0 uses the latest NVIDIA OpenGL release and runs under a 64-bit 
environment. Lastly, the latest code now running under CUDA 2.0 for Windows Vista, simply 
does not compile under CUDA 1.1 for Windows XP. Therefore, no attempt has been made to 
gather performance data for both platforms. 
5.2 – Environment and Performance Bottlenecks 
While CUDA is indeed a very powerful interface to massively parallel computing, it is not 
without its shortcomings. The most significant performance bottleneck was due to the peer-to-
peer CPU-GPU model that is provided by NVIDIA to use multiple GPUs [11]. As previously 
discussed, this model maps one CPU thread per GPU, and launches a new CPU thread when a 
GPU is told to execute its kernel. This means that for each frame, a new set of CPU threads is 
spawned which dramatically reduces the benefit of using multiple GPUs. Ideally, one wants to 
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have a pool of threads to be re-used each time a GPU must re-execute its kernel. This would 
require an implementation of a master-slave CPU-GPU scheme, instead of using peer-to-peer. 
A notorious problem which was also foreseen from the start of this work is CUDA’s lack 
of support for recursion, which is something that Whitted ray tracing relies on. While it is true 
that ray transmission and reflection is implemented, it is not truly recursive. The choices were to 
either manage a ray and resulting color stack by hand, or simply call a copy of the same method 
as needed. This work used the latter, because doing manual stack management introduces too 
much overhead. 
Another issue faced was display driver instability, which reinforces that using GPUs as 
general purpose processors is still a very young technology. Inserting too many objects in a 
scene or activating computationally intensive ray tracing features, such as anti-aliasing, often 
leads to an unresponsive display driver. The same occurs when fewer objects with numerous 
features are turned on. This implies that only simple basic ray traced scenes can be rendered in 
real time using modern GPGPUs. 
Also, while several geometric primitive intersections were implemented, the complex 
ones exposed another weakness in CUDA. For instance, sometimes the compiler reports a lack 
of floating-point registers when attempting to compile heavy-duty, but syntactically-correct 
code. This particularly occurred when attempting to compile code that intersects secondary rays 
with torii primitives. The CPU version of this ray tracer is able to handle it, but the NVIDIA 
compiler does not get past the compilation phase. 
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The CUDA programming manual states that one can achieve tens if not hundreds in 
performance speedup if one uses shared memory rather than global memory [10]. This ray 
tracer implementation was able to use it successfully to store the world, but not the primary 
rays, which would have yielded higher speedup. Consequently, creation of primary rays requires 
reaching into global memory. They cannot reside in shared memory due to the very short 
lifetime of a block. 
Ray tracing has not been a cornerstone of modern rendering due to its computational 
complexity [2]. It seems that modern GPUs, even in a parallel scenario, still do not pack the 
horsepower to provide desired framerates of 20 and above. That is, if intersecting a series of 
geometric shapes with different intersection algorithms. However, a multi-GPGPU ray tracer can 
indeed be a valid time-saving solution for non-real-time rendering. 
Another significant limitation imposed by CUDA on a multi-GPU ray tracer is CUDA’s 
inability to directly drive an OpenGL window using two GPUs simultaneously. For this reason, 
the CPU needs to act as a middle man; as it receives processed data from both GPUs it unites 
them into a single data structure that is read by OpenGL. Ideally, the CPU should not need to 
gather any results, and instead allow the GPUs to directly output their results. As CUDA 
currently stands, an OpenGL window can only be driven this ideal way by a single GPU. 
The next chapter provides suggestions on how to move forward with extensions to this 
work. This includes further optimization, addition of more features, and proposed development 
of a new graphics API. 
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Chapter 6 – Future Work 
Writing any ray tracer from the ground up and maintaining it will always leave room for 
improvement. This includes optimization methods to increase performance, added graphical 
features, and ultimately the development of an API that treats the engine as a black box. This 
chapter discusses each of these possible improvements. 
6.1 – Further Optimization 
There are many performance optimizations which could be applied to this work, 
including: implementing a CPU-GPU master-slave scheme, bounding boxes, and grid 
acceleration. 
The first and foremost optimization that should be made is enabling a CPU-GPU master-
slave scheme. As is, the current multi-GPU ray tracer follows a peer-to-peer mapping. This 
means that each time a new frame is rendered, a new CPU thread is spawned per CUDA device 
in the system. Over time, this becomes extremely taxing, and therefore the benefits of multi-
GPU ray tracing are mostly seen once a single GPU has become saturated. Implementation of a 
slave-master scheme would prevent spawning of new CPU threads each time, and would 
instead keep a pool of them alive throughout program lifetime. Each frame would then notify a 
CPU thread from the pool to launch its assigned GPU kernel. Unfortunately, the NVIDIA SDK 
does not currently provide this functionality and it would be up to the developer to implement 
it. 
Using bounding boxes is a powerful technique which defines an invisible box around 
each geometric primitive [19]. Since such boxes are simply shaped like a solid rectangle, 
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intersecting them is very simple. Therefore, before running an actual primitive ray-intersection 
algorithm, a test is first made to see if the ray intersects the bounding box. If the result is true, 
only then run the primitive intersection. If false, the ray is guaranteed not to intersect the 
primitive, and therefore it is not necessary to dive into the primitive’s intersection function. The 
cost of first testing against a bounding box is much smaller than just testing against an actual 
primitive each time. 
Another optimization technique is grid acceleration [19]. A grid accelerator divides 3D 
space into equally sized voxels, where a voxel is simply an invisible volume in 3D space. Each 
voxel stores a reference to the primitives that overlap it. Primary rays can then traverse the 
voxels and completely ignore shapes that are not referenced by the current voxel being 
traversed. This implies that rays do not need to test against intersections for primitives that are 
far away and out of intersection range. 
6.2 – Additional Features 
The ray tracing features discussed in this document are only a basic subset of all that 
can be implemented. The following list suggests more features that could be added on top of 
this work: 
 Scene sampling techniques: The current state of this ray tracer assumes that one ray is 
spawned per pixel on the screen. However, there are many other ways to sample a 
scene. This includes jittered, multi-jittered, random, and others. Each of these methods 
defines a different pattern of sampling primary rays from the view plane. 
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 Depth of field: This effect simulates the blurring of objects that are out of focus, which is 
used in 3D animated movies and games. 
 Post processing: These effects include anything which can be added on top of a final 
render. Some possible post-processing effects include different types of tone 
reproduction, such as Ward’s and Reinhard’s. 
 Texturing: The only type of texturing implemented in this ray tracer is a procedural 
checkerboard on a plane. This can be extended by defining other procedural patterns. 
Cylindrical and spherical texture mapping is also open for development. Additionally, 
texture mapping from an image file should also be possible. 
 Object transformations: Objects are currently defined to follow strict rules regarding 
their contour and position. However, it is possible to develop a way to alter an object’s 
initial state via multiplication of desired transformation matrices. 
 Noise: Ken Perlin [20] helped the computer graphics industry see that in order to make a 
virtual surface look realistic, it must have some degree of randomness. This brought 
forth the development of noise functions that are often applied to object surfaces, but 
are not part of this ray tracer. 
 Light sources: This ray tracer uses only one omni light source. Other types of light 
sources that could be implemented include spot lights and direct lights. However, 
adding support for an arbitrary number of these lights is also possible. 
6.3 – A Multi-GPU Ray Tracing API 
The current ray tracer provides a basic framework of populating a scene. This refers to 
its ability of easily adding geometric primitives, either in single quantities or in groups. Such 
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object population is done through method calls found in the main() method. It is also possible to 
specify object color, positioning, object spacing distance, spacing direction, and so forth. 
This concept could easily be extended by developing an API that drives the engine. For 
instance, an addCube() and addCubeGroup() function is already written, which adds a cube to a 
scene by creating a series of planes based on a series of parameters. Other functions could be 
written to create yet more complex shapes, if not real-world objects. This suggests development 
of an actual programming interface, much like GLUT defines its own methods for creating 
shapes and objects for OpenGL. This also suggests further development of intersection 
functions, such as for cylinders, cones, compound objects, and part objects.  
The next chapter concludes this work and briefly discusses its contributions to the field. 
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Chapter 7 – Conclusion 
This thesis has explored how a multi-GPU system can be treated as a multi-GPGPU 
system in order to serve as a ray tracing platform. One of the goals was to push ray traced 
rendering closer to the mainstream as graphics horsepower on modern GPUs advances, 
especially with the emergence of SLI technology. It was found that despite healthy speedups 
over CPU and single GPU solutions, the technology is not ready for prime-time use in 
applications that require real-time ray traced rendering. This work has shown that reaching such 
performance level will not be obtained by a slight frequency boost, but rather by algorithm 
redesign and superior hardware IPC. However, the interactivity that was added to this multi-
GPGPU ray tracer shows that its potential to reach prime-time does indeed exist.  
All implementation and performance bottlenecks have been identified, which will 
undoubtedly help the progression of Whitted ray tracing under modern GPGPU computing. A 
thorough performance analysis was given in order to provide insight on what to expect from a 
current and multi-GPU system, in terms of ray tracing. This work also provided a brief survey of 
non-Whitted ray tracing methods, which may raise interest in adapting them to a GPGPU 
environment. 
This work has also exposed the feasibility of development of a ray tracing API that uses a 
modern and parallel GPGPU architecture as its driving hardware. A very simple API was 
developed, showing how to extend it further and create means to insert more complex shapes 
into a scene. This concept could be greatly extended.  
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It should be noted that ray tracing does not need to be real-time. Static but strikingly 
crisp and attractive images can indeed be rendered using this process. Rendering farms, which 
are used by the movie industry, are a clear example of this [21]. In such farms, machines can be 
dedicated to sequentially processing high resolution ray traced frames, and then storing them 
on disk. Based on the results of this research, it is clear that fields such as this one could benefit 
from the high computing power available on modern multi-GPGPU systems. 
Despite the fact that multiple GPGPU technology is still in its infancy, the potential for 
real-time ray tracing is present. This is particularly true since, as mentioned in this thesis, there 
are significant optimizations that can still be applied to this work. Hopefully as the technology 
matures, many of the obstacles and bottlenecks identified in this thesis will be addressed, and 
development of ray casting algorithms on GPGPUs yields even superior results. 
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Appendix A – Ray Tracer Compilation and Execution 
This ray tracer was developed and tested under Windows Vista 64-bit, in Visual Studio 2005. 
The project itself is built using an x64 platform, release target, and requires OpenGL and CUDA. 
OpenGL development headers and binaries can be obtained from either: 
1. Nate Robins’ site: http://www.xmission.com/~nate/glut.html 
2. NVIDIA’s developer site: http://developer.nvidia.com/page/opengl.html 
The CUDA toolkit and SDK are also available from NVIDIA: 
http://www.nvidia.com/object/cuda_get.html 
Running the ray tracer requires having all the above packages properly installed. If 
working under other environments, Visual Studio’s target and platform will need to be changed 
accordingly. The executable output path will also need to be adjusted. Also, a 64-bit 
environment will require that cutil64.dll is found by the executable. This implies that it can 
reside in either the executable’s directory, or in Windows’ system32 directory. Note that to 
avoid path-related compilation issues, the whole Visual Studio solution should be in its own 
folder within: 
C:\Program Files (x86)\NVIDIA Corporation\NVIDIA CUDA SDK\projects\ 
The above path might be slightly different depending on which version of Windows is 
installed. Also, please note that changing parameters within the definitions.h file will require a 
complete re-build of the Visual Studio solution, in order to properly view the changes. Starting 
without debugging should then run the program.  
